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Application of B-spline functioas over unevan knots in
image processing is studied here. The subject is on compres-
sion of image signals. Ihe algorithm for selecting uneven
knots from tae contours of the image is pursued here. A
specific closeness error constraint appropriate for 3-D data
is used here.
The image reconstruction problem is tackLed in two
distinct ways, namely triangulation method and thin plates
spline method. Some procedures to evaluate the fidelity of
the image reconstruction schemes are provided too. A set of
experiments in a broad variety of aerophotograpa images is
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Interests in digital image processing methods comes from
two principal areas: improvement of pictorial information
foe human interpre ta tion, and processing of scsne data for
autonomous machine perceptions.
Since the second decade of this century the interest for
image processing has become strong, although the theory was
available at that time, the absence of processing power
(speed and bulk storage) delayed the development. Only in
the earliers 50' s, with the revolution of the semiconductor
industry which speeded up the computers and at the same time
reduced drastically the storage media cost, the image
processing techniques flourished.
Today fast devices and virtual memory computers allow
more efficient and simple implementation of algorithms
without the "complex" and nonuser friendly environment like
overlaying and segmentation of the image.
The Figure 1.1 shows a typical image processing system.
The fundamental operations of such a system fall into four
major categories: digitization, processing, storage, and
display.
B. DIGITAL I1AGE REPRESENT ATION
The image signals can be represented in t*o distinct
groups. The color image and the monochromatic image which
will be referred throughout this work.
Any generic image (monochromatic) can be represented by
a function f(x,y), where x and y denote spatial coordinates
and the value of f at any point (x, y) is proportional to the


















































Figure 1.1 Typical Image Processing System.
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As far as digital processing and storage are concerned
we need to have a digital representation of Images. The
image f(x,y) which has been discretized in spatial coordi-
nates referred to as image samples, is quantized as gray
levels. Therefore, a digital image can be represented as
values at grid (that may be uniform or nonunifori) .
The rows and columns indices locates the quantized gray
level at that point. Each element in this gril is called a
picture element or simply pixel.
Although the number of rows, columns, and gcay levels is
n
arbitrary, it is a good policy to work: with power of 2 due
to the simple reason that we are processing Images in a
binary machine.
Throughout this work, a standard (256x256) square grid
will be used to represent even sampled images with the gray
level quantized in the range from zeco to 255.
C. IHAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
1 . In trod uc tion
Basically, the techniques for digital image




Image segmentation and representation
The above technigues can be implemented in two
different and highly competitive approaches: the space
domain approach and the transform domain approaca . Both have
advantages and disadvantages, and if we consider the image
processing as a whole, there is no clear boundary between
each other.
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For a particular application, i.e., depending en the
specific work we have to do, and the set of lata we have
available, we can select the approach among tie space or
transform domain techniques [Ref. 1 ].
2. S patial Domain Techniques
Spatial domain techniques are based on gray level
mapping. The mapping used depends on the kind d f the image
processing that we are willing to do. 3onzales, [Ref. 1]
describes these mapping techniques in a comprea ensive way.
Histogram equalization, contrast stretching, smoothing,
sharpenig, filtering, contour encoding are classical space
domain techniques, ."lore recently [Ref. 2] there are some new
ones, like image erosion and image dilation, *hich can be
combined to generate opening and closing effects in the
image.
The mathematical basis for these techniques are
algebraic manipulations such as vector and matrix
operations.
3- Transform Domain Te chniq ues
Among the transform domain representations the
important ones are Fourier transform, Walsh transform,
Hadamard transform, singular value decomposition (Hoteliing
transform), Kornhuen Loeve transform, etc. [Ref. 3]. These
transforms use different discrete basis functions such as
Fourier basis, cosine basis, Hadamard basis, to reveal
certain features of the signal. The assumptions which
support these methodologies are that the system is linear,
shift invariant, and that the signal is unifornly sampled.
This last constraint, as wa will see in this text, is quite
strong drawback for the transform methods in some
applications.
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3ir.ce these transform domain representations are
derived from the basic space domain uniformly sampled gray
levels of the signal, tne accuracy of these transforms
domain representations are only as good as that of uniform
sampled gray level itself. Therefore, like the traditional
space domain representation, the transform domain ones can
also be viewed as a linear approximation of the original
signal by using different basis functions.
4 . Non conventio nal Techniques
In order to overcome some difficulties o£ the tradi-
tional approches for image processing, such as the uniform
sampling constraint, it is desiraole to seek an alternative
signal representation from which employs a conplex basis
functions for better efficiency and achieves a higher
compression ratio through the notion oE function
approximations.
The ilea to use nonuniform sampling of image signal
is based on the fact that in overall image pixels have quite
localized correlation, but over a small region the correla-
tion is usually high. Therefore, an adaptive sampling tech-
nique which allows us to have more sampling points in busy
areas and less ones in doll areas seems to be interesting.
An approach like this allow us to avoid oversampling in low
frequency regions and undersampling in high frequency
regions, therefore, reducing the number of necessary pixels
to represent the image (that is, achieve data compression)
with adequate accuracy.
As we will see later that the polynomial spline,
particularly the B-spline functions, are chosen for such
alternative representation.
These B-spline basis have a local behavior that
seems to match the local correlation of the imags pixels. As
we will see, there is a tradeoff between the mathematical
15
complexity of this new image representation (B-spline) form
and its efficient and powerful localized behaviDC.
D. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
1 • Motivations
Since the image signal requires a huge Dulk storage
capability and a wide bandwidth during communications, the
encoding techniques are a natural way to minimize this
problem.
In order to illustrate the problem some examples
will be given:
i) A typical aero-photographic image fraae (256x256)
over square gcid will be dealt with throughout this work. It
requires about 64k of memory, that is, the total memory
capability of the majority of the microprocessors available
today.
ii) The transmission of one of the above frame, a
line with 1230 baud rate for instance, requires about 50
seconds. That is extremely long for aost applications.
iii) The LANDSAT images are stored on magnetic tapes
[Ref. 1] where the number of bits required tD store one
frame is (2343) (7) (4) = 211000000. The LANDSAT collects 30
frames per day or approximately 2.2 10 11 bit par year. If
the data (number of bits) could be reduced by a factor of
two, the number of data tapes (and the number d£ warehouses
required to store them) could be reduced by the same factor.
2- Ob j ect ives
Based on the rationale mentioned in tie previous
sections, the objective of this work is to explore the
advantages of image encoding, more specifically data
compression, by using a nonorthodDX technique. The problem
of uneven sampling representation will be pursuel .
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The mathematical framework is based on the polyno-
mial splines functions, more specifically ths 3-splines
basis, which have shown recently [ Eef . 4] to be quite suit-
able for digital image representation, restoration, and
interpolation.
3- Formal Specification of the Problem
Given a digital image represented by its gray
levels, we are asked to erode this image in contours. From
these contours, we select uneven knots based on a criterion
that gives maximum smoothness under the constraint of close-
ness. These requirements should take into account the
three-dimensional effects of the image.
In other words, it may be stated that tie main goal
is that the number of selected knots should be Less so that
a high data compression ratio is achieved without intro-
ducing large errors in the reconstructed image.
In the next chapter the concept and dsfinition of
knot and error measurements will be introduced.
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II. SPLINE F&NCTIONS AND 3-SPLINES
A- INTRODUCTION
The objective of this chapter is to present an overview
of the spline functions theory that is the bisis of the
development of the next chapters. Phis technigae was first
formally introduced as a "mathematical fraction" by
Schoenberg in 1946 and it has become an important tool in
various applications, such as, approximation, interpolation,
and curve-fitting to a set of discrete data points.
Some of the reasons for the great popularity of the
spline functions are because they are simple and yet have
many desirable characteristics in the above mentioned appli-
cations. Particularly, the representation of a piecewise
spline function through a linear combination of normalized
B-spline basis has some interesting characteristics which
relates very well to the image model that v as seen in
Chapter I.
B. SPLINE DEFINITION
The name spline derives from a iraftman's device. A
spline is a flexible strip which can £>e bended by weights,
so that it passes through each given point. Et also goes
smoothly from each interval to the aext, accocding to the
law of beam flexure. The mathematical procedure presented
here is an extension of this idea.
A spline function is composed of piecewise polynomials
satisfying certain continuity properties at the end points.
As we can see this is a loose definition. There are several
formal definitions for the spline function, [Ref. 3],
[Ref. 6], [Ref. 10], [Ref. 16], although the bisic idea of
18
the informal lefinition remains the same. Sinca we will be
using a modifying version of Dierckx's algorithm in Chapter
III, his notation is adopted. Therefore, the function spline
is formally defined as follow: a function S(x), defined in
the range a < x < b, is called a spline function of degree K
with knots t lf i = 1,2,... , n if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) In each interval [t. ,t. ], i = 1,2,. ..,1+1 (a = t
,
b- t ), S(x) is given by a polynomial of legree K or
less
.
(ii) S (x) and its derivatives of order 1,2,...,K-1 are
continuous everywhere in the interval [a,b].
The order of the spline function is defined as
m = k 1 (2.1)
where m is the order of the spline and k is the degree
of the spline.
Example: For a spline of degree K = 3 (cubic spline) the
order of the spline is m = 4; therefore, we can see that the
degree of the spline is the high power of the polynomial,
and the order of the spline is the number of coefficients in
the complete polynomial spline.
The seguence (t. ) is called a knot seguence (also known
as joint seguence or break point seguence for d ur applica-
tion here) .
There is a generalize! definition of a spline function
not only that makes use of the maximum smoothness allowed,
but it uses piecewise polynomials with less then K-1 contin-
uous derivatives, which ace known as deficient splines.
By using this generalized definition, the break point
seguence (or joint seguence) will not be the same as the
knot seguence anymore.
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A break point sequence is a sequence of strictly
increasing real numbers t. < t2 *.-< t n whereby each break
point t- is the common joint between two adjacent polynomial
pieces.
The knot sequence is a monotonia increasing sequence of
real numbers x„ < x,<...< x (m > n) , such that one or more
knots (x-'s) may be collapsed into a single break point
(ti).
The advantage of this extended definition is that it can
represent better abrupt transitions and even jimps in the
function. The less continuous is the function in a given
break point more knots will collapse into thit point as
shown in Figure 2.1.
As we will see in Chapter III/ we are interested in
generating a smooth curve through a set of contour data
points; therefore, we will use the restrict isfinition so
that the break point seguence coincides with the knot
sequence, and they will be interchangeable.
C. CUBIC SPLINE FUNCTION
According to the definition adopted here, tie degree of
the spline function is an arbitrary integer number K.
However, a piecewise low degree polynomial is usually more
suitable to form a curve through a series of points. The
advantages in using low-degree polynomials ace that it
reduces the computational requirements and avoids the numer-
ical instabilities that arises with high degree polynomials.
These instabilities can cause undesirable wiggles when many
points must be joined in a common curve. On the other hand,
however, the low order spline such as tne first and second
order splines, i.e., the pulse function and the piecewise
linear function respectively, are not smooth. For most of
the applications they are not suitable either. Taerefore, we
20
have a tradeoff between low and high order spline functions,
based on the above considerations. The cubic spLine (degree
K = 3 and ocder m = 4) is advantageous sines it is the
lowest degree space curve which allows a point of inflection
and has the ability to twist through space. Therefore, the
cubic spline function is a natural choice, ani it will be
used from now on.
The cubic spline function S (t) defined ovar a set of
n
knots (or break points), (tifc , is represented in each
interval (t. ,t.
, ) by a cubic polynomial function.
S(t): = y = ai (t-ti)3+bi(t-ti) 2+Ci (t-ti)+di (2.2)
for t . < t < t. . .
i l + i







)3, bi(t.-t|2 + c i (ti -t i ) + d i = d i (2.3)
fui = a i (t i + 1 -t i )3 +b i (t i + 1 -t i )2 + c i (ti + 1 -ti )+di (2.4)
= a.
{
h3 + bi hf+Ci hi +d L
where h . = t . - t. .
i i + l i
In order to examine the slope and the curvature of the
joined polynomials, we need the first and the second deriva-
tives. So by differentiating equation 2.2 we get:
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= 3a iCt-ti ) 2+2b; (t-t ) +Ci (2.5)
y" = 6ai (t-ti ) +2bi (2.6)
Now, if we define th9 second derivative y" at (t ir y^)
and (t
i + 1 # Yi + i ) b Y s i and s ui respectively, we can
express three coefficients of the polynomial in terms of the
given points (t i# yj) and the second derivative S i of the
curve at each point.
(2.7)
d- = y-
Ci = jfj-i - yi - 2hj Sj + hj5ui
hi 6
bi = Si/2
ai = (S i + i - Si)/2
Now, from the condition that the slopes d5 two cubics
which join at (t.
,
y. ) are the same, from equation 2.5 at the
i
points t. and t. . we havec
i i-i
yj = 3a l (t 1 -t 1 )2 + 2b i (t 1 -t 1 )+c 1 (2.8)
y» = Sai,! (ti-ti.i ) 2+2b i _ 1 (ti-ti_i )+Ci_i (2.9)
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equating aquations 2.3, 2.9 and piaging the ^efficients














= 6 yi + l " fi Yi " Yi-l
i-l
The equation 2.10 applies for all given poi.its i except
the boundaries i = and i = n. Therefore, if we write equa-
tion 2.10 in matrix form for i = 1,2,...,n-1 wiere S- are




2(h j + h2 ) h 2
h
2 2 (h2 + h3 ) h 3











b ; = 6
I
yui - 7i Yi ~ Yi-i
i-l
The above matrix has n-2 equations and n unknowns. The
two extra equations are given from the end conditions which
may be given in different form depending upon the specific
problem, as we will see.
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Furthermore, the above matrix becomes tridiajonal and as
its properties are well known; it can be solved fast and can
be stored economically.
The end contitions characterize the different types of
cubic spline. The common cases are listed below.
(i) Natural spline
S' (t ) = S" (t
n
) =0 (2. 12)
In spite of its positive sound name, the natural spline
due to its flatter effects at ends, is not recoi mended from
an approximation theoretic point of view [Ref. 13].
(ii) P-spline
Sj (t) = K
x
and S',! (t) = K, (2.13)
where K and K are constant and the first and last
1 2
span are covered by a parabola.







) j = 0,1,2 (2. 14)
This is quite appropriate to represent closed curves as




(t ) = S
(J)
(t
n ) j = 0,2 (2.15)
(j) (j)
S (t ) = -S (t
n ) j = 1
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(v) Canti-levere d splin e
S» (t ) = S'(t n ) = (2. 16)




So far, we have defined and characterize! the piece-
wise polynomial spline as a smooth function that fits at the
break points satisfying some ending point requirs ments
.
There are some Irawback associated with those
constraints
:
(i) If we are processing experimental lata points,
most of the time we are not interested to fit a curve
exactly through this set of points, for the simple reason
that there is an intrinsic error associated with those meas-
urements. He rather prefer to fit a curve that presents a
tradeoff between closeness of fit and smoothness.
(ii) If the number of data points is large, although
the tridiagonal system associated with the spline function
can be solved by efficient algorithms [ Ref . 7], it is still
time consuming and storate expensive. The imaga processing
work is a clear example of this limitation.
(iii) The lack of ability to manipulate the curve
fitting, so that we can not alter local behavior without
altering the whole curve, is a bad characteristic of many
curve fitting algorithms.
The concept of function spline representation
through a linear combination of B-spline basis was intro-
duced by Schoenberg in 1967.
The mathematical framework of the B-spllne basis is
the linear space theory. Here we will deal with the appli-
cations and properties of these basis. For more information
about these fundamentals see [Ref. 10].
One of the first and probably the most important
application of B-spline for image processing was carried out
by Andrew, [Ref. 4]. In Andrew's work, the image was
sectioned into subimages, each one with a different uniform
26
knot density related to the pixels distributiDn over the
image, and a 3i-cubic B-spline function based on. these knots
was used to represent the image.
In Chapter III an algoritnm based on 3-spline to do
automatic knots selectioQ from the image contours is
presented.
2 • B-Spline Definit ion
As we have seen before, we are conceded with the
family of splines with knots of the multiplicity one. This
means that the set of given break points coinciies with the
set of knots. In other words, we are interested in the
maximum smooth spline function, i.e., that with continuity
up to the K- 1 derivative, where K is the order of the
spline. We will be using along this work K = 3, i.e., cubic
spline.
For tais class of functions, we define the B-spline
representation as follow:










*„.l* '„! S ••• £ 'n.k.l
but which is further arbitrary.
Any spline function S (x) of degree K with continuous
derivative up to K-1, can be represented by
S(x) = ZL Cj M i>k + 1 (x) (2.18)
i = k
27
where M. , (x) is the normalized B-soline basis
and (c)_ i-s t^ e coefficient sequence which uniquely repre-
sents the function S (x) with respect to the B-spline basis
(H ifk + 1
(X)) .
The B-spline function is constructed from certain
linear combination of truncated power functions, so that
each basis vanishes outside a small interval.
Among several definitions for the B-spline (see
[Ref. 3] ) , we are going to select the one based on the
divided difference of the truncated power function.
Given a sequence of knots (t) tne l B-spline
basis of order m (i.e., degree K) is defined by
N i,k + i,t(x) = (t ifk + i -ti) At' (*i---tuk*l >9k I*'** ^ 2 - 19 )
where






{ Zi ...z i+8 )f(t)
th
stands for the i divided difference of the func-
tion f(t) at the points z , z , ... z . Note that the
divided difference of (t-x) is obtained by fixing x and
+
k
considering (t-x) as a function of t alone.
+
The resulting number depends, of course, on the
particular value of x we choose, i.e., the resuLting number







In order to simplify the notation, we fill use N
i
instead of N (x) as long as the K and the t can be
i , k + 1
,
t
inferred from the context.
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The normalized B-spline is defined as
((K+1) / (t -t.
1 + k + 1 1
(2.23)
3. Properties of B-Sp line Functions
The B-spline basis enjoy very nice properties which
make them quite superior compared with another propose!
basis. As we will see later on, some of these prsperties are
very useful for image processing purposes.
(i) L^cal ba sis
It follows that only K + 1 B-splines have no zero
value at any particular interval [ t. , t • , ]# i« s « /
i.k + l W = o if x < ti or x > ti + k + i (2.21)
This property suits very well the nonglobal charac-
teristics of the pixels in a image plane; besides, at most
k+1 (where K = 3 for cubic spline) , basis are required to
evaluate the function S (x) in any point between two generic
knots [ x. , x . ]
S(x) = T- CiMi, k .i (x)
i = j-k
(2.22)
(ii) Non-neg ative basis
The B-spline basis is non-negative, i.e.,
H.
k + 1
(x) > for t
1
< x < t ifk + 1 (2.23)
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Again this property is nicely reiatal to image
processing application once the signals represented are
usually light intensity and are always positive quantities.
(iii) Partit ion of the unity.
The summation of all normalized B-spliie basis is
equal to the unit, i.e.
,
ZLM ik + 1 (x) = 1 (2.24)
i
(iv) Differe ntiat ion and integration
As we will see in the next subsection, the B-spline
can be evaluated from a recursive relation, egjation 2. 25,
which allows the numeric differentiation and the integration
to be carried out efficiently by just differing or summation
of the coefficients respectively.
For the derivative of a spline we have
Dj[^CiM i|k + 1 (t)] =Z1 Ci J+1) H i|k + 1 .j(t) (2.25)
where
c (j
+ 1) (k+1-j) (c (j) - c (j) ) for j >
(t ..,.-£ .)
l + k + 1 - j l
for j =
For the integration of a spline we have
ZT c M (l)dl = Z. c M (t) (2.26)
i-0 i i
,









J k + 1
Differentiation and integration play ai important
role in the image processing applications, sich as edge
extraction through gradient operator, removal of blur caused
by linear motion and smoothing.
**« Rec urr ence Relation for B^Spline
Although the definition for the B-spline basis as a
divided difference according to equation 2.19 is mathemati-
cally perfect, it may cause problems like Idss of value
significance during the numerical computation of various
difference coefficients.
A nuierical stable formula can be obtained by
th
applying the Leibnitz's formula for the K divided differ-
ence of a product to the particular product.
(t-x) k = (t-x) (t-x) k + 1 (2.27)
+ +
The development of the equation 2.19 can be seen in











l + k l
and







In the following chapter, the 3-spline basis will be
used as fundamental entities for a data compression model.
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III. APPLICATION OF B; SPLINE IN THE KNOT SELECTION
A. INTRODUCTION
As was mentioned in Chapter I, our objective is to
achieve data compression.
In the first step, the image contours are generated from
the data over rectangular and uniform grid representing the
image. The total number of contour lines is a function of
the infomration contents of the image signal anl the number
of contour levels chosen (layers). This last parameter is
under the user's control, and we will see that La the sensi-
tivity analysis performed luring the testing phase.
The rationale to use contours in the representation of
image signal is that the contours representation is a
powerful technique to map three- dimensional data. As
discussed in Chapter I, a monochrome images ran be repre-
sented as function of two variables and seen as a surface in
the space.
Contouring techniques are well known in the past, and
there are several techniques to generate contours. Another
important point about contour representation is that it is a
quite efficient way to eliminate redundant information.
Therefore, it is a suitable tool when we want to achieve
image data compression.
In the second step, from the image contours generated in
the first step some "important" knots are selected so that
the image is represented as data over a set of uaeven knots.
It contains much less elements than the original data set,
but preserves the important features of the original signal.
In another words, our image representation with this new set
reguires much less bulk stDrage than the original data over
uniformly sampled grid.
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The algorithm to select the "important" Knots along each
contour is the main subject of this chapter. Ihe mathemat-
ical tools introduced in Chapter II (spline and B-spline)
are the basis for the algorithm developed here.
The requirements for this algorithm are stated as
follow: the selection of the knots should be sich that the
image could be reconstructed, and that the error from the
original data should be minimized.
When we leal with images represented in contours, we
have two degrees of freedom: the first one is to represent
each contour (plane curve), and the second one is to repre-
sent the three-dimensional effect, i.e., tie relation
between contoars at adjacent layers.
In the next section, the particular contour ing problem
is studied and adapted to the image processing anvironment.
The following sections deal with the problem 3f selecting
"important" knots of each contour. These points are impor-
tant because they provide contribution to data compression
in representing the image. Informally, their density is
proportional to the gradient of gray scale, i.e., in regions
with abrupt changes in gray scale the density of "important"
points will be high; the opposite is true for doll regions.
The formal criterion for choosing "important" points is
discussed in Section C of this chapter.
B. CONTOUE GENEBATICH
As we have seen in Chapter I, a digital iaage can be
represented as a function of two variables. These variables
are the spatial coordinates and the value of the function of
each coordinate pair is the gray level (quantized) at that
point
.
A contour algorithm determines the sequence of points of
the image function in a plane, which may be used to draw
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contour lines representing equal elevation of the surface.
These plane curves through which the image surface is cut
perpendicularly to the gray level axis are called contour
levels or simply layers.
In digital image the gray level is quantized, i.e.,
countable. The criterion to select the number of contour
levels and the space between them is in some sense arbi-
trary. In this work, as we are looking for a mors robust and
general approach, the selection method of a number of layers
and how they are located is not a function of the particular
set of data processed. One of the subjects of this work is
to study how sensitive is the compression ratio, the quality
of the reconstructed image, and the computing time with
respect to the parameters of the contouring process.
Contour generating algorithm may be constructed basi-
cally according to two different methods:
(i) The tracing, method, where the contours ire followed
from the same starting point until they eitner close or
intersect a boundary. The advantage of this method is that
labeling is relatively easy and that the pen Df a incre-
mental plotter (when we are drawing the contour) does not
move about randomly.
(ii) The other c lassical method is performed by dividing
the image array in small subimages called cells. The size
of the cell is arbitrary, and so is the number d£ them. The
algorithm is carried out by determining all contours inside
each cell independently of the other, i.e., each cell can be
completely processed independent of the rest of the array of
data. Although in this method the bookkeeping is more
complex than in the tracing method, it has some advantages
like less memory requirement, and the capability to generate
contour over a much larger array.
Perhaps, the most important feature of this scheme is
its hability to support parallel processing while the
contour tracing method is inherently a sequential, approach.
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1.
Contour Al gorith m 5 election
Based upon a survey of contouring algorithms
[Ref. 1], [Ref. 5], [Ref. 9], our requirements, and our
programming environment (see Appendix A) , the "CDNTUR" algo-
rithm was selected from the NONIMSL Library. This algorithm
is a contour following type. The algorithm generates a
contour representa tionon which one or more (usually more)
contour levels are extracted, i.e., given a matrix of numer-
ical values of z = f (x,y) , the CONTUR finds the loci of
specified discrete values of z and saves these loci (contour
lines) in a file with format specified by the ussr.
2 Con to ur Algorithm Modification
Our task is to extract "important" knots (x and y
pairs of spatial coordinates) from the contours. In order to
do so, we need to have the contours stored in i convenient
way so that our algorithm, which does the selection, has
access to these set of data. Other information which are
necessary are:
(i) The density of contours in the neighborhood of
each break point gives us indication of how the signal
energy changes in that neighborhood; therefore, how "impor-
tant" is that knot.
(ii) The gray value of each contour level (layer)
and the number of contours that belongs to each Layer. This
information is helpful in the image reconstruction process.
From imput data we have:
(i) The uniform grid representing the imige.
(ii) The user's controlled parameters are: 1) "NC"
that is the nimber of levels in which the image is chopped.
2) "THRES" that is the threshold that eliminates contours
with less points than "THRES". This last paraneter has a
smoothing effect that will be helpful when we wiLl deal with
noisy images.
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The output of the contouring algorithm are:
(i) Contour recori: It is a sequence of pairs (x,y)
representing the coordinates of each coutour. The contours
are concatenated together and there are two laoels at the
beginning of each one giving the number of points in the
following contour and its type (opened or closed) .
The Figure 3.1 shows how these sequences are orga-
nized. An end mark is used at the end of the sequence.
(ii) Character matrix: It is a matrix with the same
dimension as the given image containing the projection of
all contours of the image surface. The contoirs in this
matrix are fully connected with connectivity four defini-
tion. Each layer is coded by a character starting from char-
acter A (lower contour level) through character Z (higher
coQtour level) allowing up to 23 layers. The blank character
is utilized for the background. In this manner, we have the
projection of all contours of the image surface in the floor
plane. This set of data turns out to be very ussful when we
incorporate the three-dimensional effects through the
density of contours around each pair of coordinates of the
contour lines.
The Figure 3.2 gives an example of a typical char-
acter matrix.
(iii) Iay_§£ recori : It is similar to the contour
mapping, as far as structure is concerned. The information
contained here is about the gray level of each layer and the
number of contours that belongs to the respectivs layer.
The Figure 3.3 illustrates a typical layer mapping
with ten layers.
More information about how these set Df data are





























•HEADER OF A CLOSED CONTOUR
WITH 2 3 ( X , Y ) ?r.lR S
^-HEADER OF AN OPEN CONTOUR
WITH SIX (X,Y) PAIRS
«-END OF THE RECORD INDICATOR
Figure 3.1 Contour Record Format.
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C D
B C D D D
A A A A B CCC CCC DAAAA AB CCCCCCDD
A ABBBBB CDAA A B3BBB CDD
A AAAAAAA 3 C
A A BB3B AAA 33 C
AA BB A3CC
AAA 3 3 A 3
A BBB AA3 C CAA 3BB AB C
A A 3 C CAAAA A A B CAAA A BCCCCC
AAA AAAA B C
B 3 3 A A BBC
3 3 3 B BBC




C C CCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCC
D D
C


















-3 -3 <- END OF THE RECORD INDICATOR
Figure 3,3 Layer Record Format,
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C. KNOT SELECTION
1 • Introduc tion
Given the contour information of ai image as
discussed in the previous section, we are ready to present
an algorithm to fit a smooth spiine functiDn to each
contour. The idea behind this algorithm [Ref. 10], [Ref. 11]
is to define a measurement for the smoothness of the approx-
imating splines and another measurement for their closeness
of fitting so that these two properties, usually contradic-
tory, could be controlled by a single parameter S.
The greatest advantage of this method oompared with
others [Ref. 12] is that it allows us to automata the deter-
mination of the knots. As it will be shown later on, the
number of selected knots is much lower than the initial
contour points; therefore, high compression cate can be
achieved.
For the sake of better understanding, the algorithm
is presented in two parts. In the first part, the develop-
ment is restricted to a single carve (contour) without
considering the effects of its neighbors. In the second
part, that neighboring (three-dimensional) effect is
included as an extension of the former algorithm.
2. Bi- Dimensional Case
a. Problem formulation
Given the set of data points (x
i




is in the range [ a. , b ] and y x is the value
of the function at the point x [r and the positive weighting
values w. , i = 1,2...,m, we want to determine a spline func-
tion S(x) of degree K with knots tj, j = K+1, K*-2 ... m-K,
such that we have a tradeoff between the following goals:
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(i) The prescribed valje y- snouli fit close
enough.
(ii) The approximating spline should be smooth
t h
enough, in the sense that the discontinuity of its K
derivative is as small as possible.
Mathematically, this criterion can 3e stated in
the following way:
(i) For a measurement of closeness of fit given
by
/(c) = Z w (y -S (x )) 2 (3.1)
j=1 j j j
where
n
S (X:) = Z Z. N . , (x.) (3.2)
l = -k
is the representation of a function through the
normalized B-spline basis, for n selected knots.
(ii) For the smoothing norm as a measurement of
the lack of smoothness given by




represents the discontinuity jump of

















l , r 1
l = k






5(c) < S (3.7)
where S is a nonnegative parametec under the
user's control called smoothing factor.
b. Problem solution
As we can see, our task is to mininize a func-
tion under a constraint. The Lagrange method is quite suit-
able for this kind of problem, and it is usei here. From
equations 3.6 and 3.7 we can state immediately taat
n - k - 1 m
mink(p,z,c) = Z d2+p[ 21 w. (y. -S (x. ) ) 2 + Z 2- S ] (3.8)
r i i i
r = k + 2 i=l
d k } k
From the conditions = , = we get
^ p } z
)(c) = S - z2 (3.9)
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p. z = (3. 10)
As we are interested in the nontclvial case,
i.e. p/0 from equation 3.10 we have z = 0. It ran be shown
[Ref. 13] that with every positive value of p there is a
single spline Sp (x) which minimizes
n-k+l m
MP, 0,6) =Z ^ r2 + PCZl " : (S D (x i )-y i )2-S] (3.11)
Lat's define the function F (p) such that
n
m








From equation 3.9 and our assumption on nontri-
vial case, we have that
F
n
(p) = S (3.13)
Therefore, our problem ends up in solving the
simultaneous aquations 3.11 and 3.12. For the first one, we
evaluate the B-spline coefficients by minimizing the func-
tion K(p,o,c) for a fixed and positive value of p. For the
second one, wa find a positive root of F n (p) = S.
Leading equation 3.5 into equation 3.11 and





















i - 1 *
1,k X * ' K
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= pZ v y. N (X ) l = 1,2,...,a-k-1
1 1 *», K 1
i-l
Rewriting equation 3.14 in matrix form we have
3C = Z (3. 15)
where
G = A + p*B
n-k + 1
.- IB = Z_ a a
s, j i.r j,P
r = k + 2
. =Zlv NA -V. . (X.) N. (X. )
s
, j l s , k l j , k l
n
Z. = Z w y- N - (x. )
i
,




' 2 n-k-l '
Dae to the properties of the locaLity of the
B-splines and the assumption that p > 0, the above matrices
A, B, and G are positive, semidefinite, and baaded so that
the equation 3.15 can be solved easily. For more details see
Martin [Eef. 14].
For the solution of the equation 3.12, an inter-
active process used startiag from the boundary solutions of
equation 3.15, which approaches to the least square spline
S
n
(x) as p approaches to infinity, and to the least square
polynomial P
k
(x) , as p approaches to zero.










C^ )) 2 (3.16)
i = 1
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nF (0) = 2L w
;
(7.
-P, (x. )) 2 (3. 17)
i-1
It can be proved that F (p) is contimous, mono-
tonically decreasing, and convex for p > [Ref. 13].
Therefore, there is a unique root p of F (p) = S. In order to
determinate p, any rootfinier method can be employed.
The following rational interpolation method is
chosen due to its fast convergence and simplicity.
We start with three values of p
P 1= 0, P 2 = - (F n (0)-S)/F n (-) -S, P 3 =« (3.18)
and the corresponding values of F (p) (F , F , F )
are used to calculate the parameters u, v, w of in auxiliary
function of the form
R (p) = up + v / p + w (3. 19)




P ^V^ J (F3~ S) ~ P 2 (F 1 " F 3 } F l " S) /{F 1 " F2 } (F 3 " S) (3 - 20)
if p =«°
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(F3"S)(F l" F2 ) P3 +(F2" S) <V F1>P2 <F1 -3)(F2 -F3 )p 1
if p * co
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The value of ?
L ,
P 2 , p 3 are adjusted according









. p 3 <_p 2 P 2 <_P'











The criterion to stop the interaction is chosen
as
|F(p*)-S| / S < £ (3.23)
Because we are dealing with a smooth process, it
does not make sense to have 6 too small; a topical value
of 0.001 is suggested by Dierckx [Ref. 12].
c. Parametric splines
Because our contours are arbitrary plane curves
opened or closed, the condition x.< x. , is not necessarily
j j + i
fulfilled. Consequently, an adjustment should be done in
order for the theory presented so far be applicable to our
contouring problem. The idea to associate each pair of break
points (x. ,y . ) with a monotonic increasing parameter z. ,
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j = 1,2... r m appears to be quite reasonable. As it was
mentioned in Section A of this chapter, z- is the free
parameter and x- and y
;
ace the dependent ones.
Then, in this new parametric form, we can write
the representation of the x and y coordinates using the
B-spline approach.
i = -k
S (z) =Z c • M • , , (z) (3. 25)








(z) a < z < b
are the parametric representation of a contour.
Analogous to the former case, the ninimization
of a parametric curve can be stated as:
minimize
:
T [^ k) (t 0)-^ k jt -0) ]2*[^ k) (t + 0)-S (k) (t -Oi ]2 (3.26)
j7j x ' J x J y J y j
§iki^2t JL2 the constraint:
J_ w.[ (x.-S (z.)) 2 + (y.-S (z.))2] < s (3.27)jTj J j x J J y j
Then, analogously to the minimization problem
3.8, we end up with the B-spline coefficients c and c •
of the two splines S yn (z) and S un (z) , derived Cor positive
values of p, as the least square solution of the systems:
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11
"l£7£ c Xf £ ifk+{Zj) s ^»j *j j = 1,2,...,m (3.28)













-JL Z c: i a i . = j = 1,2,.. .,n
-fp i^k
"
when p is given as the value of the positive
root of F(p) = S, now with
F(P) = Z w [ (X -S (Z )) 2 + (y - S (Z ))2] (3.30)
j-i j j x.p j j y p p j
About the parameter z, Adams [Ref. 16] suggests
two methods, and Dierckx [Ref. 15] gives four chDices. As we
are looking for a general case, because we io not know a
priori the shape of these contours, we choose the Dierckx's
first proposal as follows:
z = (3. 31)
Zj = z j_ L + d j j = 1,2,. .. ,m
a = Zj ; b = z
m
where




Ax j = x j - x j_! (3. 33)
Another important observation shouLd be made
about the parametric spline as far as smoothing of contours
is concerned. As we have seen, the contour may be opened or
closed curves. For opened contours the parametric form
applies directly, while for the closed ones a small modifi-
cation should be done. We just add the periodic condition:
^i)(a) = S (j) (b) j = 1,...,K as a constraint to the
system formed by equations 3.28 and 3.29.
3. Three- Dimens iona l Case
a. Introduction
So far, we have seen the application of the
function spline to fit a smooth parametric cur/e through a
set of m breaking points by generating a set of n knots,
which is much lower than m.
The number of knots added in each iteraction
depends on two factors: 1) The number of knots added at the
last time. 2) The reduction in the weighted sum of the
squared residuals Fn . (ao ) - F n . (<*> ) , which is always posi-
j J- 1
tive by the fact that the knots are only added and not
relocated.
For our purpose, besides the autDmatic knot
selection, another important feature of locating knots is
that it tends to accumulate more knots in the regions where
the underlying data is difficult to approximate than in
areas where a smooth behavior is present.
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b. Algorithm extension
The fact that the regions with greiter fitting
error are granted with more knots, guides us to a reasonable
approach to introduce the three-dimensional effscts. We do
this by assigning to each break point a weight taat is func-
tion of the density of the contour in its neighbD r hood.
Then, for each pair of coordinates (x,y) of
every contour, we estimate the density of contour lines
around it and assign a weight to that point in tais way. If
the density is high, the weight will be high and the oppo-
site is true when the density is low.
The Figure 3.4 shows an heuristic scheme to
estimate the density of contour lines at any point on a
particular contour. The strategy works in the foLlowing way:
centered in each contour's point (x,y), we coant in four
orthogonal directions {E, N, W, S) the number of occurren-




and select the highest counting among the four direc-
tions as the representative of the density of tie contours,











The span in each direction is a paraneter " DISP"
that is under the user's control. Then, for evecy pair, the
weight is assigned according to the following formula:







reference weight i = 1,2,.. .,m




It is the subject of this work to measure and
reveal the influency of the above parameters ia this image
compression method and the reconstructed image.
In order to clarify the concept of the density
measurement, let's show an example. In Figure 3.4 we have
the superimposi tion of the contour record, Figure 3.1, and
the character matrix, Figure 3.2. The character matrix is
composed of fully connected contours represented in letters,
while the contour record consists of the contour represented
by uneven spaced knots marked with a circle. The contour
density measucement is accomplished by moving tie isometric
cross along each contour so that it is centered in every
contour record point (circled character in Figure 3.4), and
an information about distribution of contours in that
specific neighborhood can be valiated by checking four
directions spaced 90 degrees apart. The length of each arm
of the isometric cross is set by the parameter DISP under
the user's control. As we will see in the testing phase,
DISP equals five is a good choice.
For the particular location of the cross in the
referred Figure 3.4 we have the following measurements and
computations: N = 2 N=3 N = 1 N = ;r
E N W S
'
therefore, N = 3 assuming tfo = 1 and AW = 0.2, the weight
for the break point (x.
, y. } is U. = 1.6.ii i
Another parameter that has a direct affect in
the selection of the knots is the smoothing factor, namely
S, defined in equation 3. 13. This parameter rforks like a
tuning element that controls the fitness and the smoothness.
As we decrease the factor S, the function fits closer while
it becomes less smooth due to the large number of selected
knots. The opposite is true when we increase S.
There is no optimum value for S in a wide sense.
It will depend on how close or smooth we want to fit,
consequently how much data compression and fideLity we want
to tradeoff.
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The factor S is an increasing function of the
initial numbec of break points m. In our testing phase it
was realized that the computing time increases faster for
values of m of the order of hundreds. The following expres-
sion for S in terms of m has demoustrated to be a good
compromise between computing time and amouQt of data
compression.
S = VV (m MOD 100 + 1) (3.35)
where m MOD 100 means: m modulo 100.
In the next chapter, the inverse process will be
followed. A uniform grid will be constructed from the
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In Chapter III the development of an aLgorithm to
coapress the digital image was shown. Now, we ace interested
in reconstructing the compressed image and compire it with
the original one. In other words, we want to havs a fidelity
criterion to measure the quality of the output.
From the former chapter we have the following scenario:
a set of knots unevenly spaced lying along the image
contours. The density of knots is higher in Dusy regions
(where faster changes in gray leveL occur) then in doll
areas. In order to reconstruct the image over (uniform
grid), it requires an algorithm that can generate a surface
from a scattered data points.
A variety of algorithmic ideas aas been iaveloped for
this kind of problem or closely related problems. A survey
was done in this area, [Ref. 17], [Ref. 18], [Ref. 19],
[Ref. 20], [Ref. 21], [Ref. 22], and two of the referred
methods based on different approaches were chosen.
Before going to the description of the select methods
and reconstruction process, it is necessary to introduce the
fidelity criterion measurement.
B. RECONSTRUCTION FIDELITI CRITERIA
In image processing system the output image sometimes is
the final product to be viewed by people or it is the input
to another image processing unit. The concern is that the
human viewing mechanism has quite peculiar characteristics,
[Ref. 1 ]. Thus, what is suitable for a person may not be
(and usually is not) suitable for machine and vice-versa.
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Therefore, it is reasonable to define two fidelity criteria:
the first one is based on the human judgement and it is
called subjective (qualitative) fidelity criteria. The
second one is based on mathematical relationship and it is
called objective (quantitative) criteria. In oir choice of
the objective fidelity criteria, we will loot for those
which resemble the human subjective viewing more.
1. Objective (Quantita tive) Fidelity, C rite ria
In a image processing system, like Figjre 1.1, an
accepted definition for pixel error is given by the differ-
ence between an input pixel gray level and the 30 rresponding
output pixel gray level. Formally, we say that for a given
input image f (x,y), as defined in Chapter I, the error
e(x,y) at each pixel is given by
e(x,y) = f(x,y) - g(x,y) (4.1)
where g(x,y) is the output image signal; (x,y) are
the spatial coordinates, (x,y = 0, 1 , . . . , n- 1)
.
Based on this elemental definition of pixel error
e(x,y), several definitions of the error which express the
overall quality of the image arise, and some d f them are
listed below:
(i) S2°t mean square error
It is the most popular error measurements defini-
tion, not only in image processing, but in many other
branches of the engineering science. It is defined as the








<e 2 > = J__Z Z> 2 < x'^
N
2 r-Q y =0
N 2 is the total number of knots.
The averaging sense of this definitioi resembles
that of the intrinsic human visual system; it tends to
filter out high frequencies and introduce smootiing effects
in the image.
(ii) laximum devia tio n
This definition, as its name indicates, assigns to
the error tha maximum absolute value of the pixel error
difference between the input and tha output. It is quite
often used by the people in graphical area. For image repre-
sentation by intensity of gray level, it is not guite appro-
priated because it can give measurements disimilar to the
subjective fidelity criteria, due to the filtering proper-
ties of the human eye.
e = MAX|f(x ,y ) - g(x ,y ) | (4.3)
MAX i j i j
ir j = 0,1 ,.. . ,n-1
(iii) Relative error [Ref. 4]
It is similar to the root mean square error. The
difference is that the normalization is done not by the












(iv) Root mean squa re of signal to noise ratio
If we interpret a(x,y) as the noise introduced by
the system at each pixel, we can see the output image as the
input signal added with the noise e(x,y) . Then tie root mean












2. Subjective (Qualitative) Fidelity, Criteria
Contrary to the previous section, we can not expect
here mathematical criteria by the simplest fact that we are
not dealing with deterministic matter, rather it is a
psychovisual affect. Nevertheless, there are soma character-
istics of the human visual system which are general, such
as, the logarithmic sensitivity to light intensity, the
ability to differentiate about 30 gray levels and about 120
colors.
The integration affect is another feature of the
human eye that tends to filter out the abrupt changes; that
implies the introduction of a smoothing effect.
One absolute scale was developed by Panel 6 of the
Television Study Organization [Ref. 26] and it is reproduced
here:
(i) Excellent: The image is of extremelly high
quality, as good as you could desire.
(ii) Fine: The image is of high quality providing
enjoyable viewing. Interference is not objectionable.
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(iii) Marginal: The image is of acceptaDie quality.
Interference is not objectionable.
(iv ) Inferior: The image is of poor quaLity but you
could watch it. Objectionable interference is lefinitively
present.
(v) Unusable: The image is so bad that you could
not watch it.
The measurement should be done among a reasonable
number of persons and the results should De averaged.
In the next sections two image reconstruction
processes will be presented, namely thin plata spline and
triangulation approaches.
In the next chapter, subjective and objactive meas-
urements will be performed on the output images recon-
structed by the mentioned approaches.
C. THIN PLATE SPLINE METHOD
1 • Backgrou nd
The thin plate spline was first mentioned by Harder
and Desmaires, [Ref. 23]. Franke, [fief- 23], reported
encouraging results from an algorithm for smooth interpola-
tion of scattered data by local thin plate spline. The pres-
entation of Fcanke's algorithm and its application for the
reconstruction of the compressed image produced in the
previous chapter is the subject of this section.
The algorithm is based on a weighted sun of locally
defined thin plate splines, and the final resilt is a C 1
surface. Despite of the similarities of the aathematical
relations and notations described here with thosa of Chapter
III, we will follow as close as possible Franke 's notation
because as we have seen, it is not the unique solution for
the problem, and the image reconstruction phase is function-
ally isolated from the previous steps.
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Before introducing Franke's algorithm itself, it is
convenient to define some terms and set up some Qotation.
Grid: It is a composite structure of elements
(nodes) arranged in a tw o-dimensional fashion, such that
rows and coluans intercept ort hogonal* ise. A uniform square
grid is a lattice with some number of rows and columns
equally spaced.
Lattice: same as grid.
Node (i, j) : It is the point where the i-row and the
j-column cross each other.
Rectangle R-
x
: : It is defined for each node (i,j)
not belonging to the border of the grid. It comprises the
region inside the polygon defined by the four vertices (i-1,
j-1), (i+1, j-1),(i-1, j + 1), (i + 1, j + 1).
Sub rectangle : It is the region defined by two adja-
cent rows i and i+1 crossed by two adjacent columns j and
j+1. As we can see, each rectangle Rj.,j contains four
subrectangles. The Figure 4.1 shows a section of a uniform
grid with the rectangle Ri
f j
and a subrectangle highlighted.
Let's now state the foraal definition of the
problem: given a set of N scattered points (x k ,fk ,fk ) , K =
1,...,N, a locally defined function F(x,y) which has the
property F(x
k ,y k ) = f k , K = 1,...,N, is to be constructed,
and from this function we want to generate a uniform grid
through the evaluation of the function F(x,y) in the nodes
of a specified lattice. In our particular case here the grid
has the number of rows "Nx" equals the number of columns
"Ny", and it is Nx = Ny = 256. Therefore, F(x,y) is to be
evaluated in 65536 nodes of the grid. The parameters of the
function F(x,y) represent the discrete spatial coordinates,
rows, and columns of the uniform square grid respectively.






Figure 4.1 Typical Rectangle and Subrectangle in a
Grid.
The overall interpolant is of the form
n n
F(x
, y) =t t ».
f
. (*,y)2 1(j (x,y)
(4.6)
i=l j-1
where F(x,y) is the value of the fun:tion
(gray
level) at the node (x,y) defined above.
The summation is performed over the lodes
of an
auxiliary grid (duamy variables i, j) . The details
of this




: (x # y ) , i = 1, . . . ,n , j = 1,. . . ,n : are the
weight functions relative to the grid node (i,j) and evalu-
ated at the point (x,y) that represent the discrete spatial
coordinate of the output image (uniform square 256x256
grid) .
Qi,j (x#y): analogous to the weight function, it is
the local thin plate spline approximation relative to the
node (i,j) and evaluated at the point (x,y) enjoying the
property that Q (x k , yk ) = f k . We will see mors on weight
functions and thin plate spline later on.
The fiinction F(x,y)
,
equation 4.6, has t.ie following
properties
:
(i) Inter pola tion: F(x k ,y k ) = f k , k =
1,2,. ..,N where f k is the given data point (gray level)
at the point (x k ,y k ) , and N is the number of givsn points.
(ii) Smooth ness: F(x,y) is at least as smooth as
the W i( ;(x,y) and Qi
?
j(x,y); usually Z l continuity is guaran-
teed for all points.
(iii) Local dependence on the data: For a fixed
(x,y) the weight function does not vanish for at most four
terms in the summations defined in the equation 4.6, i.e.,
W i( :(x,y) have a small support.
Similar to the B-spline discussed in Thapter III,
this property is highly desirable because of its implication
in reducting the processing time daring the evaluation of
F(x,y).
For now it is important to bear in mind the scenario
that we have: a set of scattered data (xk ,yk ,fk ), K =
1,...,N, and two uniform square grids constructed over the
region containing the given points. The auxiliary grid where
the thin plates are defined and weighted , ani the output
grid representing the reconstructed image whose nodes (x,y)
are the points in which the function F(x,y), equation 4.6,
is evaluated.
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2. Selection of the Weight Function
According to the previous section, it was stated
that the weijht functions have a local support . Although
there is no theoretical constraint in the saape of the
support regions, in practice it is common to use rectangular
regions, which simplifies enormously the probLem without
loss of generality.
The use of support regions which are rectangle have
specific advantages in terms of controlling the number of
support regions in which a particular point (x,y) lies, and
of course it simplifies the determination of those regions.
From these ideas the notion of auxiliaty uniform
square grid comes naturally. It is constructed over the
given set of points (x ,j ,f ), K = 1,...,N, and its objec-
' k k k
tive is to determine the region (rectangles Ri
(
jl where the
thin plates will be evaluated and weighted. Tae auxiliary
grid is constructed in the following way: the user supply an
estimative of the average number of points pec rectangle,
namely "NPPR", and the algorithm using the number of given
points N and NPPR evaluates the number the number of
internal rows and columns that composes the auxiliary grid,
n and n respectively.
The equation 4.7 shows the describsd relation
between the two input parameters N, NPPR and the refinement






= NINT[ (4N/NPPR) -1] (4.7)
where the function NINT means closest integer.
The weight function W
i
j(x,y> is locally defined for
each internal node (i,j) and its support is tie rectangle
R. .. The auxiliary uniform square grid with n x +2 rows and
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n +2 columns can be reocasented by the oosici7e integer
sequence cf rows and columns satisfying
< 2, < (4.8)
y < yi < ... < y n <y n +i
where each pair (x
i
,y ; ) represents ona node of the
auxiliary grid. We call this sequence auxiliary lattice node
sequence.
The tilde notation was introduced to differentiate
the auxiliary grid nodes from the given points , spatial
coordinates (x
k ,y k ) of selected knots and the spatial coor-
dinates of the output grid (x,y), the reconstructed image.
Let now H
3
(s) = 1-3s 2+2s 3 be the Heraite's cubic
satisfying H
3
(0) = 1, H
3
(1) = 0, H
3
(0) = 0, H
3
( 1 ) = 0, as
shown in Figure 4.2.
t t 1 1 1 1 1 1 r5*—!
0.3 0.1 0.2 Q.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 3.7 0.6 0.6 1.0
Figure 4.2 Hernite's Cubic.
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Based on the Hermite's cubic polynomial and the
auxiliary lattice node seguence, we define piecewise cubics





, X < Xi
, Xj< X < x 2
/ x > x ?
[
x ' x
i \ , x . < X <
V x i + i"
x W











< x < x
nx
, x > x nx
The \i
{
(y) is dual. Then wa can finally define the
weight function as
w i(j (x,y) = ?i (x)J j (y) (4.10)




As we can see from the definition of equation 4.9,
the support of the weight function except for ths boundaries
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of the lattics is R
i
, The referred equation formalizes the
local behavioc of the scheme as was mentioned airly in this
section.
3. Thin Plate Spline Basis
The theoretical developments of the thin plate
spline was done by Duchon, [Ref. 24]. Analogous to the
polynomial spline, it was developed to fit a surface to
certain points by application of convenient localized
weight.
The thin plate spline basis is defined as follow:
Q(x,y) =£ "A d2 log d + a + b * c ] (4.11)
where
I {t:Q is to take on the value f at ( x , y ) }
?
x k k
d^= (r-x ) * + (y-y
k
)
2 and the coefficients A,, a, b,





k H lo? d k + a * b x S I * fi ifl
(x,y) = (x^yj )
A k = o
KCI
^ T
Ak x k =
K€I
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This system of equations has some interesting prop-
erties: it is symmetric but not positive definite. The three
last relations of equation 4.12 has a geometric effect that
suppress all terms that grow faster than linearly as the
distance of the interpolation points is increased.
The Figure 4.3 shows the rectangular regions covered
by the thin plates. Each subrectangle is covered by at least
four thin plates and the final value of each point (node of
the uniform square grid) is the average of the four local
computations.
The implementation of this algorithm cai be seen in







WITH FOUR THIN PLATES
Figure 4.3 Bectangular Regions Covered by the Thin Plates,
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D. TRIANGLE-BASED INTERPOL ATION METHOD
1 . Introd u c ti on
The triangle-based interpolation method was chosen
as an alternative approach to reconstruct the compressed
image generated in Chapter III. The rationale to select this
algorithm is that it is conceptually different from the thin
plate spline net hod seen in the previous section, and it can
be used for comparison purposes. In Chapter V, the testing
phase, the results from both methods will be analyzed and
compared for identical set of input data.
The algorithm is conceptually simple. It consists of
two main steps. In the first step it builds a triangular
covering the convex hull of the given set of (t
, y i ) data
using the (x.,y.) data points as vertices of the triangular
cells. In the second step it evaluates an arbitrary point
(x,y), in our case a (256x256) uniform squared grid, by just
doing a linear interpolation inside the correspondent
triangle where each point (x,y) lies.
As we can anticipate, this method generates a C°
surface on the space. The Figure 4.4 shows the projection of
a typical set of triangles in the x, y plane, where x and y
are the spatial coordinates. The triangulatioa algorithm
used here was implemented by FranJce, [Ref. 25], using the
ideas of Akima, [Ref. 17], and Lawson [Ref. 18].
2- Outlin e of the Tri angulation Method
A step by step procedure to construct a iniform grid
over a set of scattered points (x,y) is given by Lawson in a
comprehensive paper, [Ref. 18]. Pe transcript here the
outline of the proposed method: "The criterion of the
maximum angle is used. According to this criterion when a
set of four points used as vertices of a quadrilateral with
each internal angle smaller than u , i.e., the quadrilateral
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is convex. One chooses out of two possible wavs of parti-
tioning the guadrilateral into a pair of triaagles. The
partitioning that minimizes the minimum interior angle of
the two triangles will be selected.
In triangulating the x,y plane, we first connect the
closest pair of points. He next add a point segjentially in
ascending order of the distance from the midpoint of the
closest pair of points. This ordering in adding new points
assures that a new point to be added always lies outside the
polygon constructed with the old points. The nerf point lies
outside the circle that is centered at the midpoint of the
closest pair of points and passes through the most lately
added old point while the polygon lies inside the circle.
Each time a new point is added we construct trinagles by
connecting the new point with the old points that are
visible from the new point and, whenever necessary,
"exchange" triangles.
The second step of the process consists of linear
interpolation of each point (x,y) of the uniform square grid
output with the correspondent triangle constructed in step
one. In Appendix A some comments on the computer implementa-
tion of this algorithm is presented, and in Appendix C a
program listing is provided.
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Figure 4. 4 Triangulation Grid
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V. TESTS, MEASUREMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. INTRODUCTION
In Chapter I the general concepts of digital image
representation and processing were presented. la Chapter II
an overview of the spline functions and particularly the
B-spline representation were done. The mathematical proper-
ties and the relevant characteristics whica make the
B-spline a convenient and a powerfull tool to work within
image processing were carefully explored there. In Chapter
III the mathematical framework developed in Chapter II was
used to solve our problem of generating data conpression by
selecting uneven knots from the contours of a given digital
image. The highlights of the algorithm used thece were that
the knots are selected in an automatic fashion, so that a
trade-off between smoothness and closeness of fitness is
achieved for each contour. The relation among neighboring
contours, namely three- dimensional effect, is iccounted by
using a weighting function that is related with the density
of contours in the vicinity of each contour point. The
development in Chapter IV was towards the reconstruction of
the image from a set of scattered points generated in
Chapter III. Two different approaches, namely tc iangulation
and thin plates spline, were used in the reconstruction
phase.
In this chapter now, a series of experiments is carried
out to validate the whole process developed in the former
chapters. A set of four selected scenes covering a broad
range of featires are tested. A criterion for acceptance of
the process based on performance, reliability, and robust-
ness is presented. The sensitivity analysis of the system,
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with regard to the various user's controlled pari meters, is
done and the results are checked against our acceptance
criterion.
B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
1 . Obj ect ive
The rationale for a study of the sensitivity of the
whole image processing system with respect to the user's
controlled parameters is the following. We caa, based on
our acceptance criterion to be developed, judge how good is
our model. As we have seen in Chapter I, our goal is to
achieve data compression within a reasonable processing
time and reconstruct the image within acceptable error
compared with the original one. The factors that influenced
the performance of the image processing system are the
intrinsic character istics of the algorithm described in the
former chapters, and the user's controlled panneters which
are the subject of our study here.
2. Acceptance C riterion
A desirable image processing system shoild have the
following attributes:
Generality : the system should be applicable to a
variety of images or at least to a complete class of images.
Predicabilit y : given an image to be processed, the
performance of the system and the characteristic of the
output product can be anticipated based on tie previous
knowledge of the system.
Robustness : the algorithm which the system is based
upon should ba strongly formed. It should have a solid math-
ematical framework over which some heuristic approaches can
be adopted.
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Performance : the processing should be i ccomplisned
in a reasonable time with the required precision.
Simplicity. : the system should be simple to under-
stand and simple to operate.
Modularity : the technique, divide aid conquer,
should be used to design and implement this digital image
processing system. A system easy to understand, expand, and
maintain can be derived using the modular approach.
Graceful 1 dejgradati on : an image processing system
should not collapse with the small anomalies or pseudo
anomalies in the image to be processed. It should have
alternatives to patch small perturbations on the system
automatically. For example, in the process of finding the
coQtours we have two categories: the opened contours and the
closed contours. Eventually, if we have a saddle shape
region, we can end up with a contour that it is neither
opened or closed. The algorithm should be able to handle
this problem in such a way that it does not crashes the
program and will not have unexpected result. Another case is
in the evaluation of the roots of an equation. If the
limited number of iterations is reached before the required
precison is obtained, a compromise solution should be
achieved instead of occurrence of a catastropaic failure.
Like these two examples we can list aany others. Many of
these goals are in conflict with one another, this trade-off
is a necessary action to be taken.
Next, the input variables (user's controlled parame-
ters) will be described followed by the output parameter.
The sensitivity of the system will be studied based on the
variation of the input variables.
3. User's Controlle d Pa rame ter
In order to simplify the sensitivity aniLysis of the
image processing system developed in this work, it is
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advantageous to explore its modular organizatioa and divide
it into stages. The natural division at the highsst level is
to have two phases. The first phase concernes the data
compression and the second deals with the image reconstruc-
tion from the compressed data set. The first phase can be
further subdivided into the contouring phase aid the knot
selection phase. With this structure in mind, * e can study
the user's controlled parameters and their influence in each
phase of the process.
a. Contouring Phase
In this phase the contours are extracted from a
given image represented by a uniform (256x256) square grid.
The parameters and actions under the user's control are:
i) Filt eri ng : a low pass filter is applied on
the raw image for smoothing purpose. As we know, we may have
an image contaminated with noise, and particularly this is
the case of aarialphotograp hie pictures. The caases of this
spurious effect that may appear in digital image are due to
poor sampling system or transmission channel. In our case
here, a moving average filter is applied by the jser who can
optionally do the filtering operation or bypass it. The
filtering operation is the first possible treatient on the
signal (input image) .
i L ) Cont our lasers : the number of sections in
which the image will be contoured is called "NC". According
to the constraints listed in Appendix A, this parameter can
vary in the range from two to 20. In practice, as we will
see later on in this chapter, a typical value foe NC is ten.
Small values tend to introduce large error in the recon-
structed image and large values tend to degenerate the
compression ratio.
iii) Thres hold : this parameter is called
"THRES". It fixes the elimination threshold taat scrappes
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the contours with less points than IHRES. This parameter
like the filtering has a smoothness effect. The difference
is that it acts after the contours are generated while the
filtering option is applied before. Besides its low pass
filtering characteristic, the "THRES" parameter can reduce
the amount of data to be stored. Therefore, it is a positive
factor if we want to have high compression ratio. On the
other hand, the low pass filter has side effects; removal of
the high frequencies in a signal means degrading the sharp-
ness of the eiges. Thus, we must trade off these features
for better results achievement. The range from five to 10
for "THRES" his demonstrated to be good.
b. Knot Selection Phase
This phase corresponds to the second step
towards the data compression, and constitutes the main core
step of the image processing system here. The algorithm to
perform the knot selection task was developed in Chapter
III. Its main objective is to extract the "strategic" knots
of the contours generated in the first phase. Intuitively,
the idea is to choose more knots in regions where the
contours beni with small radius of curvatuces (planar
effect) and/or in regions where the density of the contours
is high (three-dimensional effect). Mathematically the
problem is a minimization of a function undec constraint,
i.e., a Lagrange type of problem. In this phase there are
six parameters under the user's control which ace discussed
below
.
i) Refe renc e weight (WO) : it is assigned to
each contour point (x,y) . The typical value for ;? is one.
ii-) Inc remen tal weight (AW) : it gives each
contour point the weight according to the density of
contours crossing the neighborhood of that referred point.
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iii) Neighborhood §2ari (SPAN) : it defines the
size and shapa of the neighborhood where the contour density
measurements will be performed. In order to simplify the
implementation, a squared region centered at the point under
measurement is chosen. The size of the square Ls two times
the SPAN plus one (see Figure 3.4) , and the typical value
for the SPAN is five.
iv) Smoothing factor (S) : it is tie parameter
that sets the trade-off between smoothness on closeness of
the curve fit. The two bound values for S are " S = 0" that
results in the interpolation polynomial with no data
compression at all, and "S = <° " which generates the least
square polynomial with the theoretic maximim of data
compression. The factor S can be adjusted continuously
between the upper and lower bound. It is chosen using an
heuristic approach that gives an acceptable fitiess without
geopardizing the compression ratio and the computing time.
It is known that the factor "S" ought to be aa increasing
function of the number of points (x,y) in the contour being
worked out. Several authors, Dierckx [Ref. 15], Reinsch
[Ref. 27], have proposed empirical ways to choose the factor
S. Here in this development we are going to use i generating
function for S given by equation 3.35. This has demonstrated
good fitness results for contours with both small and large
number of points, while keeping a quite reasonable computing
time and producing a substantial data compression ratio.
v > To le rance ( TOL) : this parameter sets the
tolerance by which the root of the equation 3.23 should be
evaluated. Once our resolution is the space between two
adjacents nodes of a uniform square grid (256x256) , there is
no advantage in using a small value for TOL because all
selected knots will be round off to the nearest node on the
grid. Besides, the computing time is an inverse function of
TOL. A typical value for TOL is TOL = 0.001.
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vi) M£ijnum naiber of iteration (MAXIT) : this
parameter sets the upper limit for the number of iteration
in the solution of equation 3.23. Tnis parameter is also
related with the computing time during this second phase. A
typical value is SAXIT = 2D.
c. Reconstruction Phase
In Chapter IV two different image reconstruction
approaches were used, namely triangulation method and thin
plate splines method. The first one does not require any
input parameter from the user except the files of input data
generated in the previous phase, as it is illustrated in
Figure A.1, whereas the second one requires an extra param-
eter, namely "NPPR" to be supplied by the user. This param-
eter is an estimate of the number of points per region
(defined in Chapter IV). The recommended vali e for this
parameter is in the range from eight to 30.
So far we have described ten user's controlled
parameters and the respective ranges. It is easy to realize
that for a set of different images combined with a set of
ten input parameters setting we certainly would end up with
huge number of testing cases. Therefore, before discussing
the output parameters and the test itself, it is worthwhile
to narrow the variability of the variables. Using the past
experience ani some reasoning, we can reduce tie degree of
freedom by fixing some of the described parameters. The








where H is the total number of points per
contour and the other names were defined above.
Thus, the effective varying parameters which
will be varied in the overall procedures are: NC, THRES, WO,
AW, NPPE.
**• Output Measurements
Once the user's controlled parameters are presented,
it is time now to introduce the measurements. The sensi-
tivity of these measurements with regard to the paramenters
is to be studied. Those measurements are: CPU time in each
phase of the process, storage required, compression ratio
achieved, and qualitative and quantitative error measurement
between the original and the reconstructed image. With the
definitions and assumptions set we are ready to start the
testing that is the subject of the next section.
C. TESTS AND REStJLTS
Four aerialphotographical images were selected to test
and verify the image processing model. These test sets were
chosen to cover a wide range of cases, i.e., from a very
doll image to a heavy busy one in orier to check, the accept-
ance criterion defined in the previous section.
For each of these images the whole proceiire, i.e.,
contouring, icnot selection, and reconstruction defined in
the earlier section, were recorded and the results appear in
Tables I to VIII and in Figures 5.1 to 5.24.
The Figure A. 1 shows the diagram of the image process
system, where the three phases are represented and so the
interaction between programs and files. As we hare mentioned
in Chapter I, the test images are represented y a uniform
square grid with spatial coordinates ranging from zero to
255, and this same range is used for the gray level
quantization.
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Let's now summarize the notation used in tie tables of
the test cases.
i) Firs t Phase : Contour Generation
FILE ID : identification of the data file under test.
NC : number of contour levels in whici the input
data will be divided.
THRES : threshold that defines the contours to be
purged.
TCTCONT : total number of contours generate! which meet
the threshold value.
TOTPAIR : total number of coordinates pair (x,y)
representing the total number of contours
(TOTCONT) .
MINLEVEL: minimum gray level value found ia the given
data, ranging from zero to 255.
MAXLEVEL: maximum gray level value found ia the given
data, ranging from zero to 255.
CPUTIME : total of CPU time in minutes required to
accomplish the current phase of the image
processing.
ii) Second Phase : Knot Selection
EXP : experiment number.
WO : refarence weight.
AW : incremental weight.
N : number of selected knots, (x, y) pairs.
N' : effective number of selected knots.
C
R
: compression error achieved (see Appendix B for
details) .
TCOM: total time required for the compression phase
(contour generation and knot selectioni .
iii) Third Phase : Imag_e Reconstruction
TRIA : number of triangles generated.
E RMS : root mean square error.
E R£L : relative error.
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NPPR : estimate of number of points per rectingle.
The four study cases will be presented next. The data
foe each case comes in the following sequence:
- two tables containing the parameter setting and meas-
urements of each phase.
- One picture of the original image.
- Three contour pictures showing the contour map gener-
ated in the first phase, followed by two contour maps gener-
ated in the second phase for two different parameters
setting.
- Two pictures of the reconstructed image, one for each
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Figure 5.1 Original Iaage - Case I.








Figure 5.4 Zontour Bepres. After Knot Selectioa - Case I.
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Figure 5.5 Reconstructed Image Via Triangulatisn - Case I,
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Figure 5-10 Contour Eepres. After




Figure 5.11 Reconst^ I«age Yia Triangulation - Case II
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Figure 5.13 Original Inage - Case III.
Figure 5.14
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Contour Eepres. After Knot Selection - Case III
Figure 5.16 Contour Recres. After Knot Selection - Case III
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Figure 5.17 Image Reconst. Via Triangulation - Case III,
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Figure 5-22 Contour Eepres. After Knot Selection - Case IV
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iqure 5.23 Eeconst. HagF g e Via Triangulatioa
-
Case IV.
Figure 5.24 Eeconst. Image Via Thin Plates Spline - Case IV.
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D. RESULT ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
An hierarchical pattern will be used to analyze the
results presented in the previous tables and pictures. First
of all the problem will be tackled as a whole. The analysis
of the intermediate results, and the performance of each one
of the three phases will be done separetely.
The data compression ratio generally depsnds on the
contents of the image. The compression ratio decreases when
the image becomes busier. In another words, we have a
smaller compression ratio for an image with a Large number
of features.
In the four study cases presented here the aoove conclu-
sion can be checked easily. The compression ratio ranged
from a value of about 30 in a doll image as in study case
II, to a value of about seven in a very busy image as in
study case IV.
Compared with the current benchmarks leveloped by
Gonzales, [Ref. 1], and Andrews, [Ref. 4], these compression
ratio values are remarkable. In those references, the
typical compression ratio achieved was from two to seven and
from two to ten respectively.
It is necessary to recall that the coding algorithm used
by the two listed authors is different from rfhat we are
using here.
With regard to the fidelity of the reconstructed image,
as it was expected too, the discrepancy between the qualita-
tive measurement and the quantitative ones (root mean square
and relative error) is greater for the busiest iaages. This
can be seen if we compare the case study II, tie doll one,
against the case study IV, the busy one. For the same
setting of parameters we see that the case stuly IV has a
quantitative error of about three times the case study II,
while the qualitative measurements in both images give about
the same quality for them.
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Compared with the results of the above two references,
the average quanti ta tive error in the process dsscribed here
was higher than those ones. Andrews result shows compression
error from 0.2% to 6.3% based on their test inages. Our
result shows compression error from 2.0% to 11 .0% on the
images used. These errors are based on two diffsrent set of
test images. It was not found a specific reason for being
so. Although if we compare the amount of deterioration of
the reconstructed images in a qualitative fashioa , there is
not too much difference between our samples hece and those
described in the references.
If we consider the product of compression ratio and
quantitative error, and use it as a figure of merit of the
image processing system, we will find that the system
described here and those of the two references mentioned
above have about the same value.
The third factor to be considered is the computing time.
In order to get the total time for the image processing
system described here, we need to add the three time quanti-
tity appearing in the study case tables. The two figures
refer to the compression phase itself, and tie last one
refers to the reconstruction phase. From the result it is
clear that the computing time is high, even thojgh an image
with (256x256) is considered a large set of data. The
processing speed of our computing environment is not the
state-of-the art. It should be convenient to rsmember that
the time shown in the table rated as CPU time loes include
the swapping time required to input and output pages into
the physical memory, and it is well known that large array
processing generates a huge number of page faults
.
As we can see from the tables, the reconstruction method
used (phase three) contributes heavily in the total
processing time. We will see later on, that depending upon
the reconstructed method chosen, the processing time will be
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quite sensitive or not to the amount of data to oe processed
(the selected knots, as it was named before).
Now, that the overall behavior of the system was
presented, it is necessary to discuss the performance
details of each phase.
The first phase, the contour generation s: heme, have
demonstrated to be a very efficient and general algorithm.
From previous tests, not shown in the presented tables, it
was noticed that variations of the threshold (THRES) param-
eter has minor effect on the output results when THF.ES lays
in the range from five to 10. As a matter of fact, the value
of THRES equals to five gives a slight improvement in the
qualitative and quantitative error measurements between the
output image and the original one. The compression ratio and
the computing time have a slight deterioration as it was
anticipated. In order to reduce the degree of freedom of the
problem, therefore the testing load, we felt that the param-
eter THRES could be kept constant without undermining the
test purposes. Thus, the value of IHRES was kept equals to
five for all experiments but one recorded in the presented
tables.
The number of contours "NC" was the effective varying
parameter in the phase one. A range from 13 to 15 was
covered for all study cases, and a continuous improvement
was achieved in the quality of the reconstructed image for
higher values of "NC" with expense of a continuous deterio-
ration of the compression ratio and the computing time. The
mentioned range for "NC" has demonstrated to be ideal.
The second phase, the knot selection algorithm, is the
core of the image processing system developed hece. It gives
the strategy to select the knots so that a high compression
ratio can be achieved with small loss in the information in
the result.
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Comparing the contours plots generated in this second
phase with those ones produced in the first pbise, it is
easy to get the feeling on how the algorithm rforks. Each
corner of the contour lines represents a saLected knot
(output of the second phase), which is clustered in regions
where the curve bends with a small radius and/or regions
with high density of contour (fast change in gray level).
So far we have discussed the dynamic of the second phase
through the analysis of the contours generate! there. A
natural question to ask is, how does this schema affect the
final product, i.e., the reconstructed image? Clearly, it
will inherit the coupled effect of the three phases of the
process. In order to isolate the effect of the second phase
in the reconstructed image, it is necessary to fix the
parameter in both, first and third phases and analyse the
final results. This procedure was done many times and the
results were recorded in the study case tables presented in
the previous section.
From this we can extract the effects of tie reference
weight "WO" aad the incremental weight "AW" on the quality
of the output image. These two parameters allow a fine
tunning of the fidelity of the reconstructed image. A set of
value which gives a good trade-off between the error meas-
urements in the reconstructed image and the compression
ratio is WO = 1.0 an d Aw = 0.1, which proved to oe satisfac-
tory for all four study cases.
In the third phase the two independent approaches,
namely triangulation method and thin plates spline method,
have yielded interesting results.
The triangulation has demonstrated to be a vary general,
predictable, robust, and simple method. It covered the four
different study cases without any constraint. Regarding to
the performance, it has demonstrated to be quite sensitive
to the size of the input set (select number of kaots). For a
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given input data set of about 3500 points, trie CPU time is
similar to that one required by the second reconstruction
method, the thin plates spline method. But is the input
number of data points increases, the computing time
increases very fast. This is an intrinsic characteristic of
the triangulation approach and nothing can be dose about it,
once a hull of triangles should be constructed over the
given points, and the number of triangles is of course an
increasing function of the number of points. The act of
constructing triangles and working with it becomes very
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Figure 5.25 Efficiency of the Reconstruction Methods.
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In Figure 5.25 is shown the time spent in both recon-
struction methods, triang ulation and thin plates spline,
versus the number of input points to be processed.
For the quantitative error, the triangulation method
always showed a higher value thau the thin pLates spline
method, but the difference is not so significative; but for
the qualitative measurements, a sort of geometric effects
due to the triang.ulation were present in the images recon-
structed through this method.
The second method for image reconstruction, the thin
plates spline, did not demonstrate to be quite general as
the triangulation method, neither quite predictable in the
sense that it can overshoot, and the opposite happens in the
triangulation method; and depending upon the special condi-
tion on the listribution of the data (region with lack of
data), it can generate high overshoot, thus saturating the
gray level scale.
Its performance is very good compared with the triangu-
lation method; see Figure 5.25. As we can conclude from the
mentioned figure, the thin plates spline method is almost
insensitive to the number of input data points, which is a
very nice characteristic. The quantitative ercor, as we
said above, is always smaller than that given by triangula-
tion. Conversely to the triangulation method, the thin
plates spline method does not have the geometric effect and
its fidelity is much better than the first method.
Conversely to the congenital defficiency of the triangu-
lation method, for the thin plates spline method one can get
rid of its own drawback, strong overshoot in area with poor
distribution of points, by doing some small changes in the
program. The specific changes are out of the scope of this
work. For mora information see Franke's work, [Raf. 19].
For what we have seen in this section, the thin plates
spline method is a better option to reconstruct image than
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the triangu lat ion method in many aspects, and it is poten-
tially better in an overall sense.
E. RECOMMEND&TIOHS FOE FOTORE STODI
The present study was ione concerning the fiture use of
some of its contents for real time application in the data
compression area. The results achieved in tha first two
phases, mainly in the knot selection one, were very encour-
aging. The scheme proved to be very robust and in general it
has been demonstrated to degrade gracefully.
As we have seen the process was implemented in a sequen-
tial fashion. A parallel processing, although nore complex
to implement, would decrease the processing time
considerably.
Regarding to the third phase, the image reconstruction,
only two methods among many possible were tried. It would be
worthwhile to study this subject more deeply. A method





The algorithms discussed in this section are based on
the mathematical developments presented on previDUs chapters
of this text. They consist of a set of computer programs and
files which are used as communication interface among
programs.
In the next two sections the structure, constraints, and
usage of the programs and files are presented in details.
These programs were written and/or adapted to the program
support environment of the VAX 11/780 and VAX 11/750
machines under the operating systems VMS 3-4. lie languages
used were Pascal version 2. 1 and Fortran version 3.3.
The Figure A. 1 shows the interaction betwaen programs
and files in a chronological fashion, i.e., the flow indi-
cated by the arrows represents the evolution of the process.
The basic elements of such a block diagram ace programs
represented by rectangles and files represented by hexagons.
The ovals mark the beginning and end of the process. Inside
each block it was assigned an arbitrary name for programs
and files respectively by which they will be calLed from now
on.
The process as it was mentioned before consists of two
main distinct phases. In the phase one our concern is to do
data compression; from a given set of uniform sampled and
quantized data representing an image frame, the contours are
extracted and from these contours an algorithm based on the
B-spline properties and Lagrange's minimization criteria is
applied so that the number of knots necessary bo represent
the image is drastically reduced, therefore achieving data
compression. In the second phase the inverse process is
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carried out, i.e., the reconstruction of the imge based on
the set of compressed data is attempted; this was done
through two different approaches naoiely the thin plates
spline method and the trian gulation method. The final result
is compared with the original one using qualitative and
quantitative measurements.
In the next two sections the programs and files which
accomplish these tasks are presented.
A.1 PROGRAMS
1. Program Name: WDAT1.PAS
1. 1 Objective
Given a packed file MYFILE.DAI containinj the image
data, this Pascal program unpacks the file and rewrites it
in a suitable form to be read by a Fortran progrim.
1.2 Input Data
File MYFILE.DAT: packed array containing the image frame
four times expanded, i.e., a (512x512) grid of pixels.
1.3 Output Data
File IMAG1.DAT: unpacked array containing the image
frame converted to an array of (256x256) pixels suitable to
be read by a Fortran program.
1.4 Program Structure
This is a Pascal program composel of a singl? block with
no procedures or function calls.
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1.5 Constraints and Assumptions
The input file is assumed to be a pacod array of
(512x512) bytes ranging from zero to 255 with the header
stripped off.
1.6 Common Areas
Not applicable in this case.
1.7 Error Messages
No data iQ the file: if the input file is an empty file.
EOF (end Df file): if the file is smaller than expected.
1.8 Osage
Compilation: $PAS WDAT 1
Linking : SLINK WDAT
1
Running : $RUN WDAT
2. Program Name: THE8M.F0R
2.1 Objective
The image, IMAG1.DAT, consists of an array Df (256x256)
pixels ranging from zero to 255. This Forte: an program
extracts the contours from this set d£ data accomplishing in
this way the first step in the data compression phase.
2.2 Input Data
File IMAS1.DAT: unpacked array of size (256x256)
containing the pixels of the given image.
File FOR010.DAT: set of parameters which controls the
contouring operation. The parameter "NC" is ttis number of
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layers which the image is to be chopped and "TIRES" is the
threshold that prunes the contours with the number of points
below THRES.
2.3 Output Data
File FOE018.DAT: character matrix map. It is an array of
character with size (256x256) which represents the
projection of the contours with coanectivity four on the
plane of the spatial coordinates (x, y) . The background is
represented by the blank character and each layer is repre-
sented by an alpha character starting with "A" far the lower
level.
File FOR019.DAT: number of contours per each layer and
the respective value (gray level) of tnat layer.
File FOR020.DAT: contour coordinate pairs (x, y)
.
2.4 Program Structure
This is a Fortran program consisting of 11 subprograms
interconnected according to the abstract 1 lierarchical
scheme in Figure A. 2. The subprograms CONTOUR, SCAN, TRACE,
CALC are modified versions of the nonlMSL routine called
CONTDR, while the other ones were developed to the specific
task describe! in this text.
2.5 Constraints and Assumptions
The input file IMAG1.DAT is assumed to be an array of
integer with dimension (256x256) with gray le/els, i.e.,
pixel brightness value varying from zero to 255.
l The reason to use the expressioQ "abstract b. ierar chical
scheme" is just to enforce that although Fortran Language
has an intrinsic disjoint and nonnesting environmnent, i.e.,
a flat structure, we can abstract an hierarchical structure
for better understanding.
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The maximum number of layers is HC = -20, where the
minus sign is used to indicate that the layers are to be
chosen automatically by dividing the interval between the
maximum and minimum pixel value into the absolute value of
NC, rather than with user's defined layer values.
The maximum number of points allowed in each countour is
4800. This figure has been demonstrated more than sufficient
during our experiment with aerialphotograph picture; never-
theless, if any contour exceeds this limit the program will
stop the contour in that point and an error message will be
issued. The program will jump to the next contour and
continue the execution as if nothing have happened.
This problem can be solved by just increasing the dimen-
sion of x,y vectors.
2.6 Common Areas
This program has many common areas shared sy different
subprograms. The table IX illustrates the relation between
the subprogramns through these common areas.
2.7 Error Messages
Embedded in the body of the respective cole listed in
Appendix C.
2.8 Usage
The 11 subprograms that compose this program are grouped
in a single module called THE8M.FDR. Thus, tiese are the
following procedures to work with this piece of code.
Compilation: $FOR THE8M
Linking : SLINK THE8M
Running : $RUN THE8H
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3. Program Nane: THE8KNT.F0R
3.1 Objective
Given a set of coordinates (x,y) of the contour and the
character matrix map generated by the program THE8M.F0R,
this program minimizes the number of knots in 2 ach contour
by selecting automatically the break points according to the
Lagrange's minimization approach, i.e.:
- Minimize the second derivative (maximize the smooth-
ness) under the constraint of the maximum closeness error
measurement less than a factor "S" which is a function of
the number of breakpoints. For more details see Chapter III.
- The three-dimensional effect is carried out by setting
the weighting function W(I) proportional to the density of
contours in the neighborhood of each contour point (x,y).
These measurements are done by overlaping the contours
record over the character matrix map which are shown in
Figure A. 3.
3.2 Input Data
File FOR011.DAT: record containing the reference and
incremental weights, WO and AW respectively.
File FOR018.DAT: character matrix map containing the
(connectivity four) contours, represented by the letters:
A, B,.... Each letter defines a specific layer and the back-
ground is represented by the blank character.
File FOR020.DAT: record containing the (x,y) coordinates
of the contours.
3.3 Output Data
File FOR022.DAT: record containing the (x,y) coordinates
of the selected knots of each contour.
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3.4 Program structure
This program consits of 13 subprogram organized
according to three abstract levels of hierarchy shown in
figure A. 3. At the first level there is a main program which
handles the Input/output functions. At the sacond level
there are four subprograms which perform tie following
functions:
- Subprogram DPARAM: selection of the knots for the
opened contours.
- Subprogram DPEECLO: selectioQ of the knots for the
closed contours.
- Subprogram IRIDI: introduction of the weighting factor
to the contours points according to the density of contours
in the neighborhood of that area being analysed.
- Subprogram DERIVATIVE: evaluation of the parametric
functions "x" and "y" in the selected knots accomplished by
the former subprograms.
The third level programs perform fundamentii functions
which descriptions are imbeded in the body of the source
listing in Appendix C.
3.5 Constraints and Assumptions
The maximum number of coordinate pairs allowed per each
contour is 4300. The character map must be a two-
dimensional array with 256 rows and columns.
The following parameters were set for this experiment
and they are assumed to be the default unless an explicit
change is made.
- WINDOW =5: It gives the span of the algorithm that
measures the density in the neighborhood of each point
belonging to the contour.
- K = 3: It gives the degree of the B-spliie; in this
case they are cubic splines.
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- IPAR = 3: It gives the option for automatic parametri-
zation. This means that the parameter to represent each
curve (contour) is to be constructed according to equation
3.32. The reason to choose this procedure is to enforce the
robustness of the overall process, i.e., keep it as general
as possible.
- TOTPT = 0: This switch sets the program to a single
pass mode.
- NEST = 10 00: It gives the maximum number of knots
allowed to be selected per each contour, what has demon-
strated enough for our experiments.
- TOL = 0.001: It is the requested relative accuracy for
the root of F(p) =S.
- MAXIT = 20: It is the maximum number DC iterations
allowed in the estimation of the root of F(p) = S.
3.6 Common Areas
There are two common areas. The first one is named CIDA
and it is used to share data between the main program and
the subroutine TRIDI. The second common area is named 0PT1
and it is mentioned in the subroutines DP ARAM and DPSRCLO,
but it is not used in our application here.
3.7 Error Messages
Embedded in the body of the respective cole listed in
Appendix C.
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3.8 U sa g
e
The 13 subprograms of this set are groupal into four





DPARAM DPARAM, BSPLN, COSSIN, ROTATE,
BACK, KNOT, DISCO, RATION, DERIV
Each module is compilad individually. The linking and
running are performed in the following way:
SLINK IHE8KNT, TRIDI, DPERCLO, DPARAM
$RUN THE8KNT
4. Program Naae: FILTREX.FOR
4.1 Objective
This program reads the file whi~h contains the selected
knots of the contours ani eliminates the repeated points
(kaots) which appear due to the round off impDsed in the
program THE8KNT.F0R during the storage of the selected pairs
(x,y) .
Note: This routine eliminates the repetition pairs only
inside each contour set not among different contours. This
task is accomplished in the next step.
4.2 Input Data
File FOR0IR.DAT: (usually IR = 22) with (x, y) coordi-
nates of the selected knots (which may be repeated due to
round off) . The reason for truncation is that the resolution
of the grid is 1/256 in a zero to 255 integer range.
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4.3 Output Data
File FOROIW.DAT: (usually IW = 23) with (x, y) coordi-




Only the main program with no subroutines or function
call
.
4.5 Constraints and Assumptions
The input records of selected knots are allowed to have
at maximum 1000 elements. In order tD change this constraint
it is necessary to change the dimension statement.
4.6 Common Araas
Not applicable in this case.
4.7 Error Messages
Embedded in the body of the respective cole listed in
Appendix C.
4.8 Osage
Compilation: $FOE FILI REX
Linking : SLINK FILTREX
Running : $R0N FILTREX
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5. Program Name: FRA5M. FOR
5. 1 Objective
This program reconstructs the image as an iniform grid
of pixels with the same size as the original and presumably
with as lower distortion as possible. The set of the scat-
tered points (compressed data) is fed to an algorithm based
on the triangulation that was discussed in Chapter IV.
5.2 Input Data
File FOR019.DAT: number of contours in eaca level and
the gray level value of that respective level.
File FOR323.DAT: (x,y) coordinates of tie selected
knots.
5.3 Output Data
File FOR031.DAT: uniform (256x256) grid representing the
reconstructed image picture.
5. 4 Program Structure
This program consists of seven subprograms distributed
in four layers. The Figure A. 4 shows the abstract hierarch-
ical diagram. The description of each subprogram is provided
in the source listing in the Appendix Z.
5.5 Constraints and Assumptions
The maximum allowed number of input coordinate pairs
(x,y) is 10000.
5.6 Common Areas
There is only one common area namely IDL3, which is
shared by the subprograms PWLCT and IDLCTN.
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5.7 Error Messages
Embedded in the body of the respective coie listed in
Appendix C.
5.8 Usage
The seven subprograms are grouped into two mDdules which
are organized in the following manner:
MODULE SUBPROGRAM
FRA5M FRA5M
PWLM1 PWLOI, IDTANG, IDLCTN,
PWLIN, EXTR, IDXCHG
Each module is compiled independently and ths next steps
are
:
Linking: SLINK FRA5M, PWLM1
Running: $RUN FRA5M
6. Program Name: FRA4M.F0R
6. 1 Objective
Analogous to the former program FRA5M.F0R, this program
also reconstructs the uniform grid from a set of scattered
points (selected knots) . The difference here is regarding to
the algorithm used to accomplish this task. Now a thin plate
spline method is used to generate a C 1 surface, opposed to
the former one that generates a C° surface. The description
of this algorithm is in Chapter IV.
6.2 Input Data
File FOR012.DAT: parameter "NPPfi" that is tae short for
number of points per region. This parameter controls the
mesh of the auxiliary grid over which the thin plates
splines are applied in order to reconstruct the image.
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File FOR019.DAT: number of contours in eari level and
the gray level value of the respective level.
File FOR023.DAT: coordinate pairs (x, y) of the selected
knots or pixels.
6.3 Output Data
File FOR03 1.DAT: uniform (256x256) grid representing
reconstructed image picture.
6.4 Program Structure
This program consists of nine subprograms organized in
five levels. The Figure A. 5 shows the abstract hierarchical
structure of the program tree. The description of each
subprogram can be found in Appendix C.
6.5 Constraints and Assumptions
The maximum number of input coordinate pairs (x,y) is
15000. The mode switch was set to one, MODE = 1, that means:
compute the coefficients for the local approximations by
thin plate spline and return the grid of interpolated func-
tion values nxO, xO, nyO, y0, and fO where:
nxO = 256 : number of rows
xO : row coordinate
nyO = 256 : number of columns
yO : column coordinate
fO : gray level value of coordinate pair (x0,y0)
6.6 Common Areas
Not applicable in this case.
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6.7 Error Message
Embedded in the body of the respective cods listed in
Appendix C.
6.8 Usage
The nine subprograms are grouped into two nodules which
are organized in the following manner:
MODULE SUBPROGRAM
FRA4M FRA4M
F24 10PTS, EVLPTS, GRID
LGCLIP, CLOTPS, VSRTA,
DECOMP, SOLVE
Each module is compiled independently and tha next steps
are:
Linking: SLINK FRA4M, F24
Running: $RUN FRA4M
7. Program Name: DISP3M.FDR
7. 1 Objective
This program reads tha (256x256) uniform grid (image)
from unit "IR" (usually IR = 31) and converts it into a
COMTAL's format picture, i.e., a 512x512 grid o£ pixels. In
another words, an expansion two by two is carriei out.
7.2 Input Data
File FOR0IR.DAT: (usually IR = 31) consisting of the
uniform squara grid (256x2 56) representing the image in a
gray level range from zero to 256.
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7.3 Output Data
File RITA. DAT: consisting of 512 records and 512 byte/
record suitable to be displayed in COITAL.
7.4 Porgram Structure
Only the main program with no subroutines or functions
call
.
7.5 Constraints and Assumptions
As we are dealing with pixels from the range zero to 255
and due to the fact that Fortran uses a two's complement
form, each byte in Fortran covers the interval -128 to 127.
Therefore, in order to represent a range from zero to 255
some transformation is accomplished in the foLlowing way:
let "N" be tha gray level f or a particular pixel and "MB" be
the actual element to be sent to the COMTAL levice. The
following algorithm will perform the necessary mapping:
IF (N < 127) THEN
MB = N
ELSE
MB = -256 + N
END IF
This procedure will guarantee that each pixsl value "N"
will be seen by the COMTM as an integer ranging from zero
to 255.
7.6 Common Areas
Not applicable in this case.
7.7 Error Messages




Compilation : $FOE DISP3M
Linking : SLINK DISP3M
Running : $RUN DISP3M
8. Program Naae: RMSER
8.1 Objective
This program gives a quantitative measuranent of the
error between the original image (smooth version) and the
reconstructed version from the compressed data. The metrics
used are:
- Root mein square error (RMS)






E REL = SQRT [Z Z (F ifj - F ifj)Vl iFifj2]
i = 1 j = 1 l4 J4
8.2 Input Data
File IMA3 1.DAT: consisting of the original image
(256x256) grid of gray level value in the range zero to 255
to be used as reference.
File FOR0IR.DAT: (usually IR = 31) consisting of the
uniform square grid (256x 2 56) of the reconstructed image to
be evaluated.
8.3 Output Data
- Root means square error : E RMS
- Relative error : E REL
8.4 Program Structure
Only one block, (main program)
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8.5 Constraints and Assumptions
The input files IMAG1.DAT and F0RJ31.DAT ara assumed to
be arrays of integer with dimensions (256x256) with gray
levels, i.e., pixel brightness value varying from zero to
255.
8.6 Common Areas
Not applicable in this case.
8.7 Error Messages
Embedded in the body of the respective cole listed in
Appendix C.
8.8 Usage
Compilation : $FCR RMSER
Linking : SLINK RMSER
Punning : $R0N RMSER
A. 2 FILES
As we can see from Figure A.1, the programs and files
are the basic elements of our image procesing system. The
files work lite a glue that links the programs among them-
selves. In this section, the structure of tha files and
their contents are described. They are presented in a chro-
nological fashion as they are generated and used according
to the diagram in Figure A. 1.
1. FILE TAD. DAT
It is the input picture file containing the original
image to be compressed. It is in the format suitable to be
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displayed at 30MTAL (image displaying device) . The expan-
sion factor is four, resulting in a grid with (512x512)
pixels. This file is the input of the program JDAT1.PAS and
it is stored as a packed array.
2. FILE IMAG1.DAT
This file is the output of the program WDAT1.PAS and the
first of the two inputs of program THE8M.F0R. It contains
image file in its reduced form, without the expansion factor
four. Each pixel is represented by an "INTEGER**" type, in
other words four bytes are reguired per each pixel. From now
on, as we will be dealing with the Fortran programs, the
Fortran convension will be the default. For example, in the
Fortran environment the generic file FORxyz. DAT is by
default assigned to the logical unit xyz where x, y, and z
are digits from zero to nine.
When we say that a file has the format 215, this means
that each record of this file stores two integer numbers in
two consecutive fields of length five for each field, so
that these numbers are right justified in their prespective
fields.
3. FILE FOR013.DAT
It is the second input of the program THESM.FOR. This is
used to input two parameters: "NC", number of contour layers
and "THRES", threshold value, so that the contours with less
points than the threshold will be pruned. The format of the
data in this file is 215.
4. FILE FOR011.DAT
It is an output of the program IHE8KNT.F33 and it is
used to input the two parameters WO, weight reference value
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and AW, incremental weigtit. The format of the lata in this
file is 2F5.2.
5. FILE FOR012. DAT
This file is an input of the program FP.A4 1.F0R, thin
plate algorithm implementation. It is used to input the
parameter "NPPR" that is an estimate of the number of points
per region iato which the whole image will be divided and
the thin plates evaluated.
The format of this file is 12.
6. FILE FOR013.DAT
This file is the character mapping according to Figure
3.4, and it contains the contour of the given image such
that the layer is represented by a string of characters over
a background aade up of blank characters. This file contains
512 records, each one with the format 128A1.
7. FILE FOR019.DAT
This file is the output of the program THE3M.F0R, and
the input of the programs F0R4M.F3R and F0R5H1.F0R. It
contains in each record the information regarding to one
specific layer, namely the number of contours and the gray
level value of such a layer. It will be used in the recon-
struction process. The format of this file is 15, F10.5. A
sentinel record (-3, -3.) is used to mark the end of the
data stream.
8. FILE FOR020.DAT
This file is an output of the program THE8M.F0R and the
input of the program THE8KNT. It contains the coordinate
pairs (x,y) of each contour which are concatenated and
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separated by i flag that gives the number of points in the
following contour and its type (-1 if it is opened; -2 if it
is closed.
)




•This file is the output of the program THE3KNT.F0R and
the input of the program FILTREX.FOR. It contains the
selected knots (x,y) and its format is the same as
FOR020.DAT, i. e. , 215.
10. FILE FOR023. DAT
This file is the output of the program FILTREX.DAT and
the input of the programs F0R4M.F0R and FORTM.FOR. It
contains basically the same data as the file FOF.022.DAT,
except that the repeated pairs (x / y) in the same contour due
to the truncation from floating point to integer type repre-
sentation are filtered out.
11. FILE FOR031.DAT
This file is the output of the program F3A4M.FOR and
FFA5M.FOR, and the input of the programs DISP3M.F0R and
RMSER.FOR. It contains the reconstructed image, i.e., a grid
of (256x256) integer values ranging from zero to 255, and
its format is 3214.
12. FILE RITA. DAT
This file is the output of the program DISP3M.FOR, and
it is the reconstructed image suitable to be lisplayed at
the COMTAL, where some gualitative measurements are done.




In this Appendix A, we have seen the program environment
and its two basic components: the programs ani the flies.
More information about the discussed programs ire provided
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Figure A. 2 Contour Senerating - Program Structure
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Figure A. 5 Thin Plate Spline Method - Program Structure.
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TABLE IX























The data compression scheme, as it was presented in the
former chapters, is a two step procedure so that the first
one is accomplished through the contour process and the
second one by the application of the knot selection algo-
rithms over the contours generated in the first step.
Besides, it is clear to see that this coding process is
irreversible. By this we mean that the original lata can not
be exactly reconstructed from the compressed set of data,
rather it can be only approximated, and as it was enforced
in previous chapters, one of the goals of the whole image
processing system was to reduce the intrinsic ecror associ-
ated with the irreversible coding process.
It was also seen that there is a trade-off between the
achieved compression ratio and the error between the recon-
structed image and the original one, i.e., fsr a higher
compression ratio we would expect higher error neasurements
and vice-versa.
There is another class of coding called reversible
coding in which a set of given numbers is napped into
another set of numbers; the operation is error free and it
has some important applications. A well kno*n case of
reversible code is the run length coding discussed by
Gonzales [ Ref- 1 ].
A close examination of the compressed data generated in
the first and second phases shows that the stream of points
representing the contour exhibits an interesting property,
the coordinate pair (x,y) and its successor or predecessor
differs by a small number.
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The Figure B.1 shows a histogram of the maximum incre-
ments (x,y) for a typical contour diagram. As we can see,
the concentration of small increments is evident.
INCREMENTS HISTOGRAM
fr
i n 1 i i i 1 ' | ' I 1 1 j j r , , .
0.0 2.0 4.0 f.O 1.0 10.0 12.0 H.O 14.0 It.O 20.0 22.0 24.0 28.0 3 X
INCREMENT VALUES
Figure B. 1 Histogram for the Contours Increment.
We can explore this characteristic by increasing the
compression ratio by a factor of about two in i reversible
fashion with minimal effort. The process is somewhat similar
to the run-length encoding and it works in the following
way: instead of using two bytes to store each selected
knot, a (x,y) pair of integer ranging from zero to 255, we
store only the first knot of each contour (origia) and from
there we store the increments between each point and its
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predecessor. From the histogram in Figure 3.1, we can see
that the majority of increments between consecitive points
lies in the range from minus seven to plus seven, excluding
zero, because repeated points are not allowed in the
contours (see function FILTREX in Appendix A) . Tierefore, we
can use the value correspondent to the increment zero as a
flag to indicate that one of the two coordinates or eventu-
ally both, have generated increment that has absolute value
greater than seven.
For each contour the selected knots are parked in the
following way:
- First point (origin) uses two bytes: the first one to
store x coordinate and the second one to store y coordinate.
- From the second point and further on tie following
rule is applied: if the absolute value of the increment of
x and y are both less than seven, use one nibLe to store
each ircrement; if one of the coordinates or both have an
absolute value greater than seven, than use the flag "zero"
to indicate out of range followed by the value of increment
of x stored in one byte and the increment of y stored in the
next byte.
The Figure B.2 shows the original stream of lata and the
packed one.
As we have seen, the algorithm is simple, efficient,
easy to impleaent, and it increases the data conpression by
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The Pascal and Fortran programs listed belo* were used
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